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One approach that has been explored recently for ana-
lyzing functional connectivity involves parametrizing the
spike pattern distribution by an Ising model with sym-
metric connectivity. However, the connections found
using this procedure do not generally agree well with
the true synaptic connectivity [1]. Here we try, instead,
a kinetic Ising network with asymmetric connections
[2], updated either asynchronously or synchronously.
For these models, it is possible to derive an iterative
algorithm for the optimal connection strengths by for-
mally maximizing the log-likelihood of the measured
history [2]. For weak coupling, one can expand to first
order and derive an approximate closed-form expression
for the connections that takes the form J = ADC
-1,
where C is the equal-time correlation matrix, D is the
correlation matrix with time lag one step, and A is a
diagonal matrix with elements Aii = 1/(1 - 〈Si〉
2).
We have tested the iterative algorithm on data gener-
ated by randomly-connected, synchronously-updated
Ising networks for a range of sizes, firing rates, noise
levels and concentration of nonzero connections. In all
cases, the rms reconstruction error falls off approxi-
mately like a -1/3 power of the length of the run used
to generate the correlations statistics. The approximate
formula gives qualitatively good results, enabling us to
identify the strongest connection reliably, though the
magnitudes obtained tend to be off by a scaling factor
that depends on noise level and mean firing rate. These
conclusions hold for the asynchronous model as well.
Furthermore, if the inference is done on a subset of the
neurons in the network, the connections among them
can still be recovered approximately. This approxima-
tion becomes excellent in the limit of weak connection
concentration, where it permits reliable identification of
the nonzero connections.
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Figure 1 Histograms of connections.
Figure 2 Connections in model.
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© 2010 Hertz et al; licensee BioMed Central Ltd.We applied the approximate formula to data from a
realistic cortical network model [3]. Fig. 1 shows histo-
grams of the connection strengths found in 30 randomly
chosen sets of n = 50 inhibitory neurons, separated
according to whether there actually was a synapse con-
necting the pair in question (blue) or not (green). If the
cn(n-1) pairs with the most negative inferred couplings
are identified as connected, with c the connection prob-
ability in the population, we find average false-positive
and false-negative rates of 5.6% and 7.2%, respectively.
To illustrate the point visually, Fig. 2 shows the actual
connections in the original simulated network and Fig. 3
shows those identified by this procedure for a set of 25
neurons.
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Figure 3 Inferred connections.
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